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Introduction

This report outlines the relationship between law and the lives of LGBT people in China, and the Chinese LGBT movement’s efforts to make law a force for greater equality rather than one that entrenches stigma.

Over the past several decades, LGBT people have gone from being nearly invisible in Chinese society to forming a vibrant social movement. Once focused on grassroots community building and service, China’s LGBT movement is increasingly reaching up and out to make society more inclusive through advocacy. It is a multisector endeavor, involving civil society activists, legal, educational, health, business, and media professionals, as well as scholars and some officials. LGBT advocates have a long-term aim of effecting legal change, not only to attain crucial equal rights, but also to accelerate positive trends in social attitudes.

Progress has been promising, but remains precarious. Discrimination and state repression are still pervasive, and advocates must navigate treacherous and ever-changing political waters. Strings of happy news are punctuated by setbacks – the police detaining activists and shutting down events, censors removing online content, and policymakers snubbing calls for equality. Developments have been rapid, and full of twists and turns.

Yet, on balance, China’s LGBT movement continues forward, building visibility and support. Surveys show increasing acceptance among younger generations,1 views of pro-LGBT social media hashtags have reached into the hundreds of millions several times

---

(though are often censored shortly after), and LGBT plaintiffs have won pioneering rights litigation in court.

The movement’s achievements to date, especially at a time when the Chinese Communist Party’s hostility toward civil society has intensified, makes it a noteworthy case of bottom-up advocacy. The LGBT movement is currently marginalized but has a lot going for it: size, growth, and connectivity, advocacy savvy and passion, and ample socioeconomic resources. Whether through intention or a lack thereof, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has not attempted an all-out suffocation of the LGBT movement, and advocates have proven adept at capitalizing on the space available.

Whether state decisionmakers in the coming years and decades will pursue policies to protect the equal rights for LGBT people will come down to a mix of ideology, pragmatism, and public pressure. LGBT advocates are striving to turn that calculus in their favor, and, facing the long and rough road ahead, remain hopeful.
Background

In 1996, 25-year-old Mingshui, living in Shanghai, thought she was the only woman in the world who was attracted to other women. Then one night her American roommate showed her a gay dating website, sparking a life-changing revelation: she was not alone.

Some five years later, Mingshui and her girlfriend (whom she met online) married in a Shanghai restaurant housed in an old church. Their union would not receive legal recognition. But, in about those same five years between Mingshui’s revelation and wedding day, China decriminalized and depathologized homosexuality — opening up greater space for lesbian, gay, and bisexual people to thrive. Around the same time, Jin Xing became China’s first openly transgender celebrity, bringing visibility of trans people to a new height (China’s first gender-affirming surgery happened in 1983, but was kept secret).

An attendee at Mingshui’s wedding reflected on the joyful celebration in an online post, “Gays in today’s China are busy enjoying their recently obtained freedom. They haven’t had time yet to systematically consider an overall strategy.” Perhaps largely true, but in the 1990s handfuls of LGBT activists were starting to find each other through the grapevine — meeting, forming communities, and laying the groundwork for the movement’s burgeoning.

---


3 Section A covers how the People’s Republic of China never expressly criminalized homosexuality, and Section C explains how the process of depathologization is still incomplete.


Two decades later, there are now scores of LGBT organizations of various forms and sizes implementing a variety of advocacy strategies throughout China. Parents, Family, and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG), a nation-wide network with tens of thousands of members, devotes itself to helping parents embrace their LGBT children. The Rainbow Lawyers offer legal services, and represent LGBT individuals in rights litigation. Common Language produces policy research and engages government officials about legal reform. The Beijing LGBT Center trains therapists to be LGBT-affirming, while the Gay and Lesbian Campus Association of China holds seminars on gender diversity for teachers. For years, ShanghaiPRIDE organized an annual weeks-long festival and LGBT-inclusion events for business professionals, but disbanded in August 2020 due to state intimidation and harassment – a harsh reminder that advocacy is not without risk. The Nanjing Trans Sanctuary provides shelter and support for transgender people escaping unsafe living situations. These are just a few examples. One can find groups from Shenyang to Urumqi, Xi’an to Guiyang. They include queer choruses, lesbian mother support groups, fellowships of Rainbow Christians, and networks of LGBT corporate professionals.

The development of the movement has been propelled forward by an explosion in connectivity. It is hard to imagine a 25-year-old in today’s Shanghai being completely unaware of other lesbians. Gay and lesbian dating apps now have tens of millions of active monthly users in China, and LGBT social media accounts have hundreds of thousands or even millions of followers. There are numerous LGBT-themed public WeChat and Weibo accounts that represent the wide diversity of the LGBT community, not to mention countless large private chat groups.

The growth of the movement is also partially explained by sheer size. Even if LGBT people comprise only five percent of China’s population, they would number around 70 million. LGBT people are in every socio-economic class and geographic region. They are farmers and factory workers, artists and scholars, professionals and business leaders, elementary school teachers and journalists, CCP members and state bureaucrats. Further, every person is deeply connected to issues of gender and sexuality, and many LGBT advocates are framing their work as dismantling gender constraints for all. This creates powerful synergies with China’s feminist movement — indeed, many advocates view these movements as overlapping and are active in both. Depending on the audience, advocates also frame their message in terms of family harmony and romantic love, images and values that have widespread recognition and appeal.

State censorship and social taboo have kept visibility of the LGBT community relatively low, but these restraints are not total and visibility is much greater than before. When Weibo announced a cleanup of “homosexual” content in April 2018, the protest hashtag #IAmGay reached over

---

one billion views and engagements, causing Weibo to back down. When Weibo censored lesbian discussion spaces a year later, an #IAmLes hashtag took off — though it only had mixed success. During Pride Month, one can find LGBT-related exhibitions in Xiamen, social media posts by multinational corporations, and posters set up in a Changsha middle school. Visibility is poised to continue increasing as surveys show younger generations as being more supportive.

Despite progress, many things have not changed since Mingshui’s youth. Discrimination and harassment — in schools, in the workplace, by families, by authorities — remains prevalent, and no laws expressly provide protection. According to a 2016 UNDP survey, less than five percent of LGBT people are fully out at school, work, or in their religious community, while about fifteen percent are out to their families. Survey respondents reported high rates of discrimination in each of these daily life environments. Research demonstrates that, due to experiencing greater discrimination and social stigma, LGBT people in China (consistent with the experiences of LGBT people outside China) have substantially higher rates of depression, anxiety, and suicidality than non-LGBT people. For NGOs and advocates, the threat of getting harassed, shut down, or detained by authorities is always present. China continues to exclude same-sex couples from the freedom to marry, or any legal acknowledgment and protection of their love and their families.

How the LGBT movement will develop and the extent of its success will greatly depend on how authorities react. An oft-quoted maxim holds that the CCP’s policy towards the LGBT community is “don’t support, don’t oppose, and don’t promote.” But signals from CCP and state entities are more fragmented and contradictory — sometimes more oppositional and sometimes more supportive — than the maxim suggests.

In the past, official attitudes were much more clearly negative. In 1993, the Ministry of Public Security stated “homosexuality twists human nature” and “violates social morality” when ordering a crackdown on a gay men’s advocacy group. In 2009, a high-ranking National People’s Congress official gave a speech on using law to address anti-social behaviors, such as “drug use, homosexuality, selling sex and visiting prostitutes, and juvenile crime.”

Official attitudes have been evolving. In recent years, Chinese delegates have made at least six cautiously-circumscribed but supportive statements on LGBT issues at the United Nations. For example, in 2015, an official remarked, “LGBTI people face...
some real challenges in terms of social acceptance, employment, education, health, and family life. This is an issue that needs serious attention,” and later in 2020 another delegate stated, “China opposes all forms of discrimination and violence, including discrimination, violence, and intolerance based on sexual orientation and gender identity.”

A few NPC delegates have also publicly shown support, and courts have made favorable rulings in LGBT rights cases.

At the same time, one can still easily find ignorant and prejudiced statements made by CCP and state entities. Advocates are constantly vigilant, trying to read the different signs emanating from the authorities. Common Language analyzed thousands of official CCP and state social media account posts to assess their attitude towards LGBT issues, but could not find a meaningful pattern.

As indicative as what CCP and state actors do is what they don’t do. Authorities put constant pressure on LGBT organizations, but have not tried to completely snuff them out. In 2017, the leader of one LGBT organization said that although the government will not grant the organization legal status, it is allowed to continue its work. The organization leader took it as “a form of silent approval,” and the organization continued working without legal status. Similarly, the censorship apparatus has the technical power to drastically ramp up deleting and blocking LGBT-related online content, but allows substantial discussion to occur – within bounds.

Still, boundary lines are unclear, and the CCP’s intense aversion to civil society organizing means pressure from authorities is inevitable. Security forces keep close tabs on LGBT organizations, frequently press staff for information about their activities and warn them against certain actions. If, for whatever reason, they do not want an activity to happen or an organization to exist, they will shut it down, and might resort to detentions.

There is also the CCP’s fear that LGBT groups, because of connections to the global LGBT movement and global civil society, are potential vehicles for foreign subterfuge, as reflected in state media articles such as “China’s LGBT Groups Cautioned Against Western Political Agenda.” In 2015, an international relations professor at the Central Party School summed up this wariness about foreign NGOs focused on social issues:

> “From women’s and children’s rights protection to the promotion of gay rights ... [foreign NGOs] may have some friction or conflicts with the host country in terms of values and culture. In certain situations, some political opposition may occur ... [Foreign NGOs] could also use their influence in China to push

---


forward the Western model of NGOs and civil society, causing China’s social construction to diverge from China’s national conditions or causing it to turn its back on the path of socialism.”

To avoid being perceived as a Trojan horse, some LGBT advocates and public figures have strained to be seen as separate from LGBT movements in the West, and as comporting with the CCP’s priorities. Ah Qiang, the director of PFLAG told the Global Times, “Direct copying of the Western mode isn’t suited to China. In the West, they can have protests and direct confrontations [with authorities], but in China most people prefer harmony. If you choose radical Western ways, this will definitely draw mistrust and misunderstanding from the Chinese government and also bring trouble.”

Geng Le, CEO of Blued, went as far as to tell the Global Times that the CCP should consider “including LGBT people in the united front work,” referring to how the CCP maintains relationships with — and influences — different interest groups in society. Others see a more confrontational approach as necessary. In 2014, advocate Xiang Xiaohan, after being detained more than once, told Buzzfeed, “If we don’t do something, then the government will continue to ignore such issues and pretend they don’t exist — I think this is unacceptable.” LGBT advocates face a tricky situation. To achieve their goals, they must push against the social and political status quo, but if they push too hard they trigger a crackdown.

Even so, under these overlapping political and social pressures, the LGBT movement has built power over the past two decades. After establishing a base of community support, the LGBT movement began engaging key stakeholders that hold influence and resources: scholars, health professionals, lawyers, businesspeople, etc. Working with these stakeholders (whether straight cisgender allies, or out and not out LGBT people) the LGBT movement has been able to amplify its voice and influence, and is reaching the ears of policymakers.

---


Law and LGBT Issues

Same-Sex Sexual Activity and Criminal Law

The People’s Republic of China’s criminal law has never expressly prohibited same-sex sexual activity. As early as 1957, the Supreme People’s Court held that same-sex sexual activity in a labor camp between two men was not criminal, because there was no express prohibition in the Criminal Law. Despite this ruling, local courts and police in the 1950s–1970s still doled out criminal and administrative punishments for engaging in same-sex sexual activity. During the Cultural Revolution, Red Guards subjected gay men to beatings and forced political indoctrination to “correct” what was perceived as decadent bourgeois behavior.

With the restructuring of the judicial system after the Cultural Revolution, the 1979 Criminal Law added the crime of “hooliganism,” a catchall provision that the public security and legal systems interpreted to include same-sex sexual activity. As market reforms led to a flourishing of meeting spaces for gay men in the 1980s and 1990s, police would raid public parks, bars, and bath houses. Those apprehended could receive punishments ranging from detention overnight in a police station to several years in prison or a labor camp. Police were known to inform work units of their workers’ illicit behavior, leading to demotions and/or reductions in pay. CCP members could lose their party membership. Punishments for lesbians were not as common, but still occurred. In 1990, two women

---


26 Ibid.

were rumored to have been arrested when they went to the local Marriage Bureau to apply for a marriage certificate.\footnote{Ruan, Fangfu and Molleen Matsumura. Sex in China: Studies in Sexology in Chinese Culture. New York: Springer US. 1991.}

In 1993, the Ministry of Public Security issued a national notice banning Men’s World, one of earliest gay men’s advocacy organizations. The Ministry of Public Security stated “homosexuality twists human nature” and “violates social morality,” and that police have the power to halt meetings like those organized by Men’s World in accordance with the Law of the People’s Republic of China on Assemblies, Processions, and Demonstrations.\footnote{Notification of Banning Gay Cultural Salon “Men’s World” (No Longer in Effect) No. 62 (1993). Ministry of Public Security. 5 July, 1993.} Public security organs were not always consistent. In a well-known 1991 case, a father in Anhui province submitted a complaint to local police about his daughter being in a lesbian relationship. Initially, the local police thought of handling the situation as a case of hooliganism, but, unsure of themselves, they reported the case up the chain for guidance.\footnote{Zhang, Xianjue. “Notes on Handling Mainland China’s First Lesbian Case. Society 1992(II). [ 张先觉. 中国大陆首例女同性恋案手记 . 社会, 1992(II)].} Ultimately, the provincial-level Department of Public Security advised, “Currently, in our country, there are no express regulations on the definition of and responsibilities regarding homosexuality ... In principle, you may decline to handle this case, and it is not suitable to give an administrative punishment for hooliganism.”\footnote{Ibid.}

As the 1990s progressed, police pressure diminished, allowing more room for community spaces to develop. In 1997, lawmakers removed “hooliganism” in a major revision of the Criminal Law (for this reason, 1997 is often referred to as the year that China “decriminalized homosexuality” — though this was not the expressed intention of the removal of hooliganism). Today, gay and lesbian bars and clubs can be found in cities throughout China. Beijing is home to Destination, a four-story gay club, which also has a community center that provides HIV testing and counseling services.\footnote{“For a Conservative City, Beijing Has a Remarkable Gay Nightlife.” Economist, 24 Oct. 2019. www.economist.com/china/2019/10/24/for-a-conservative-city-beijing-has-a-remarkable-gay-nightlife.} Police still exert pressure on, or even raid, gay and lesbian gathering spaces, but it is much more infrequent and with different justifications.

**Protection Against Violence**

**Domestic Violence**

domestic violence by natal family members, such as parents and siblings.\(^{34}\)

The 2016 Anti-Domestic Violence Law (ADVL) aims to protect all who suffer violence at the hands of their natal families, but the law does little in practice, especially for LGBT people. In 2019, parents in Shanghai put their 23-year-old daughter under “house arrest” upon learning she was in a lesbian relationship. When her girlfriend, backed up by LGBT advocates and a lawyer, went to the police, the police said the matter was a family affair and refused to intervene. Similarly, in a 2016 case, an adult gay man locked at home and beaten by his parents called the police. The police phone line operator responded, “Your father and mother are your guardians. Them limiting your freedom is out of concern for you.”\(^{35}\)

Victims of domestic violence have also hit roadblocks when seeking assistance from the All-China Women’s Federation (ACWF),\(^{36}\) a CCP-controlled organization tasked with frontline implementation of the ADVL. When a lesbian woman consulted the ACWF about her girlfriend who was being physically abused and having her freedom restrained by her family, an ACWF representative erroneously claimed the case was not covered by the ADVL.

because it only covers violence between husbands and wives.\(^{37}\)

A handful of legal experts and officials believe the ADVL can be interpreted to protect cohabiting same-sex couples against intimate partner violence. Article 37 of the ADVL states that the law covers domestic violence among those who “live together,”\(^{38}\) even if they do not have a legally recognized family relationship. Article 37 does not specify requirements for the gender or the nature of the relationship between the parties living together. When the ADVL passed in 2015, a journalist asked the director of the NPC Standing Committee Legal Affairs Commission’s Social Law Office whether this language covered cohabiting same-sex couples. The director responded, “As for homosexuals in our country, we have not yet discovered this form of violence, so to give you a certain answer, it can be said that people who cohabit does not include homosexuals.”\(^{39}\) It was a demonstrably inaccurate response as there are large numbers of cohabiting same-sex couples in China, and Chinese scholars and LGBT advocates had submitted research to the


\(^{36}\) The ACWF is a CCP-led organization that holds itself out as representing and advancing the interests of women in China, but its main purpose is to implement CCP and state policies.


NPC showing that intimate partner violence among same-sex couples exists.  

Sun Xiaomei, an NPC delegate who was instrumental in the ADVL’s passage also disagreed with the Social Law Office director’s interpretation. At a public lecture at Yale Law School in April 2019, she said that she pushed for gender neutral language in the law so that it could cover cohabiting same-sex partners. She, along with other influential scholars, have continued to push for this interpretation of the ADVL.

Officials have used terms like “cohabitants” and “those who live together” in a broad way before. In 2009, shortly after a local Changchun regulation that used similar language to the ADVL was issued, an official explained that the regulation, “considers the real future development trends of family relations in Changchun, and includes in the scope of protection victims who are unmarried cohabitants [or are from] single parent families, single person families, same-sex families, and other situations.”

Further, at China’s third Universal Periodic Review at the United Nations in 2018, Sweden recommended that protections against domestic violence should expressly include people of all sexual orientations and gender identities. China responded to Sweden’s recommendation, “accepted and already implemented.”

Still, on the ground, the ADVL’s protections rarely provide help for LGBT people experiencing domestic violence.

To change this, advocacy groups, like Common Language, have been engaging social workers, police, ACWF representatives, and provincial-level officials to raise awareness about the kinds of domestic violence LGBT people experience and push for the inclusion of LGBT people in implementation of the ADVL at the local level.

Common Language and the Beijing LGBT Center also maintain hotlines for responding to domestic violence cases. Hotlines not only allow NGOs to provide much needed intervention services but also gather information for engaging policymakers. A major step forward for advocates would be for frontline implementers to start using mechanisms available in the ADVL to respond effectively to domestic violence cases involving LGBT people. Bigger than that would be for the Supreme People’s Court to issue a judicial interpretation making the ADVL’s gender neutral implication express: that cohabiting same-sex partners are covered under the law.
School Bullying

LGBT-based bullying is widespread in China. In a 2016 study by Common Language, forty percent of LGBTI+ students reported having been bullied at school. Transgender and gender-non-conforming students are particularly at risk. Seventy percent of gender minority respondents in the Beijing LGBT Center’s 2017 study reported being subject to some form of violence at school.

Research shows that experiences with bullying and discrimination at school seriously impair the educational achievement and mental health of LGBT students. Discussion of school bullying of LGBT students spiked in 2019 when, in two separate instances, gay teenagers posted suicide notes on Weibo detailing how they were bullied because of their sexual orientation. In the first incident the student, who lived in Qingdao, was rescued, but the second student was tragically not saved in time. Soon after the first incident, the Qingdao city government posted messages on Weibo supporting LGBT students.

In recent years, China has issued multiple administrative orders to tackle the issue of school bullying and violence, but they do not contain express protections against bullying based in sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression (SOGIE) — a goal of many advocates. They have gained some traction in bringing the issue to the attention to policymakers, but progress has been limited. In 2015, NPC delegate Ran Ran, submitted the first legislative proposal to include LGBT issues in university curricula, but it did not receive much of a response. Two years later, another formal proposal was submitted to the Ministry of Education (MOE) encouraging it to include sexual orientation and gender identity in its school bullying prevention work. The MOE responded that the proposal was “very good” and that its outreach and education work will include “gender diversity” content in the future. Movement has been slow. A 2018 MOE handbook on preventing school bullying stated the need to teach students to respect difference with regard to “height, weight, males who have feminine characteristics ... etc.,” but did not clearly refer to sexual orientation or gender identity and expression.

Bullying finds encouragement in the officially-sanctioned LGBT-phobic atmosphere at some schools. A Hunan middle

school in 2018 put up a sign that read, “Reject homosexuality, create a bright and harmonious campus.”\textsuperscript{55} In 2019, a poster in a Guangxi high school described gays as “violating the laws of nature” and as a threat to “normal” people.\textsuperscript{56} Both signs were eventually taken down after they were exposed on social media and had complaints filed against them. A group of PFLAG parents had descended upon the Hunan school to demand a meeting with the administrators. Emerging victorious, they posed with the vice principal outside the school holding banners expressing support for lesbians and gays.\textsuperscript{57}

Although many school environments are LGBT-phobic, there are some that are affirming. In 2019, another school in Hunan set up an “anti-discrimination wall” where students could sign their names and leave messages of support for LGBT equality.\textsuperscript{58} One student scribbled, “I want to go to Taiwan to get married!” Such schools are few. In the 2016 UNDP survey, only four percent of respondents said their middle or high school teachers were accepting of LGBT students.\textsuperscript{59} It is not surprising that the vast majority of students choose to remain closeted at school.

Advocates continue to build bottom-up support for making school environments more inclusive. The Gay and Lesbian Campus Association of China (GLCAC) runs frequent trainings for middle and high school teachers on gender diversity,\textsuperscript{61} and has begun reaching out to school principals.\textsuperscript{62} Zhitong, an LGBT NGO based in Guangzhou, has developed relationships with local and national policymakers to educate them on LGBT-inclusion.\textsuperscript{63} During the recent revision of the Juvenile Protection Law, Zhitong and other advocates encouraged legislators to make the law more LGBT inclusive.\textsuperscript{64} According to Zhitong, some NPC officials had brought up its suggestions at the committee working on the law’s revisions. Although its suggestions were ultimately not taken up by the committee, Zhitong had successfully used the revision process as an opportunity to engage more decision-makers. Advocates are striving to create more successful examples of LGBT-affirming classrooms, schools, and school districts, which can demonstrate to policymakers the advantages of LGBT-inclusive policies.

\textsuperscript{55} Nuo Wa. “Controversy over school’s rejection of homosexuality? This is what the Anti-Discrimination League did.” PFLAG Changsha. WeChat, 1 June 2018, https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/Yp1irkknM52aBOPmW6tuQ.
\textsuperscript{56} “AIDS-Prevention in a Guangxi’s Middle School.” Toutiao. Weibo, 4 July 2019, https://m.weibo.cn/detail/4390365837059338.
\textsuperscript{57} Nuo Wa. “Controversy over school’s rejection of homosexuality? This is what the Anti-Discrimination League did.” PFLAG Changsha. WeChat, 1 June 2018, https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/Yp1irkknM52aBOPmW6tuQ.
\textsuperscript{60} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{61} GLCAC03. “What happened after a 72-hr discourse on sex and gender...” WeChat, 24 July 2019, https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/1Pg0v3hfaBNWcOez-HlgEw.
\textsuperscript{62} GLCAC03. “After my lesbian student’s coming out to me was heard by the principal.” WeChat, 11 Oct. 2018, https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/BVvtPIDF7J1N-UoNDLE0mw.
Advocates are also engaging parents. There have been backlashes against schools integrating progressive sex education curricula. After Beijing Normal University Professor Liu Wenli published a series of sex education books that openly discussed sexual and gender diversity, online protests by parents went viral. To quell the backlash, the Ministry of Education removed the books. Incidents like these show that LGBT advocates are fighting on two fronts, needing to change both official and societal attitudes.

**Access to Health**

**Discrimination by Healthcare Providers**

LGBT people often encounter discrimination when seeking healthcare services. Approximately one-fifth of respondents in the Beijing LGBT Center’s 2017 Chinese Transgender Population General Survey Report who pursued gender-affirming surgeries (GAS) in China reported being discriminated against by healthcare service providers. In a 2017 national survey of men who have sex with men (MSM), twenty percent of respondents said they experienced discrimination in a healthcare setting because of their sexual orientation — though the vast majority of MSM choose not to disclose same-sex sexual activity to their healthcare providers.

Healthcare providers self-report having discriminatory attitudes. In a 2017 survey, eighty-seven percent of medical staff respondents at a highly-ranked hospital in Changsha said they were opposed to same-sex sex behaviors. Healthcare providers also commonly lack understanding of and have negative attitudes toward patients seeking GAS.

Protection of privacy is a major concern. LGBT people have reason to fear that healthcare providers will disclose patients’ personal information to third parties, like their employers. Healthcare providers are also known to conduct medical tests without consent. A 2018 study by Chinese health experts found that sixty-five percent of healthcare providers surveyed in Guangzhou had administered HIV antibody tests for patients without consent.

---


Discrimination and stigma have significant negative effects on mental and physical health. Forty percent of respondents in the 2018 survey of MSM cited above said they refrained from pursuing necessary medical services because they were afraid of being discriminated against. Discrimination and other barriers to care have driven many transgender people to conduct dangerous surgical procedures on themselves.

So-Called “Conversion Therapy” and Discrimination in the Mental Health Profession

The Chinese Psychiatric Association stopped classifying homosexuality as a mental disorder in 2001, but a steady stream of reports and investigations indicate that the harmful and fraudulent practice of so-called “conversion therapy” remains commonplace. One out of five transgender youth respondents in a 2017 study reported being coerced or forced into “conversion therapy.”

“Conversion therapy” continues to thrive because intense family pressure and the internalization of negative social attitudes drive LGBT people to seek it, practitioners profit from it, and the mental health sector lacks regulations to stop it. Further, pathologizing views of LGBT people are still widespread in the mental health profession. A 2015 Beijing LGBT Center survey found that approximately one-third of mental health professional respondents thought being lesbian or gay was a mental illness and one-third believed “conversion therapy” was effective. A 2014 investigation by the Gay and Lesbian Campus Association of China into ninety textbooks published after 2001 found that forty percent of them still pathologized same-sex attraction.

These beliefs endure in part because the official Chinese Classification of Mental Disorders Version 3 (CCMD–3) continues to include ego-dystonic homosexuality, a diagnosis practitioners use as a pretext to “treat” people who feel discomfort with their sexual orientation (rather than focusing on coping with the social stigma that causes the discomfort). In 2018, the National Health Commission directed

---

all medical institutions to adhere to the International Classification of Diseases 11th Revision (ICD-11), which completely removed diagnoses regarding same-sex attraction. ICD-11’s application is far from uniform in China, and only medical institutions are officially required to use it. Psychological counselors, many of whom purvey “conversion therapy,” are outside the scope of the National Health Commission’s directive and are largely unregulated. There is currently no certification process or continued professional supervision for psychological counselors.

The ICD-11 also removed “transsexualism” and “gender identity disorder of children” from its “mental and behavioral disorders” chapter, and instead includes “gender incongruence” under “conditions related to sexual health.” According to the WHO, “This reflects evidence that trans-related and gender diverse identities are not conditions of mental ill health, [and] ... Inclusion of gender incongruence in the ICD should ensure transgender people’s access to gender-affirming health care ...” However, in China, a diagnosis of “transsexualism” – considered a mental disorder – is still legally required for accessing gender-affirming surgeries (please see next section for more information).

Organizations like the Beijing LGBT Center and the Zhuangni LGBT Mental Health Center have been working to educate mental health professionals on being more LGBT-affirming, and encouraging scholars to create more research relevant to LGBT people’s mental health. Their goal is to persuade professional associations to adopt enforceable guidelines that prohibit “conversion therapy” while also integrating LGBT-affirmative practices into training curricula. They hope this strategy will dovetail with the government’s slow push to better regulate an industry that is often portrayed in media as having run amuck.

LGBT advocates have also taken legal action. In 2014, a gay man, with the help of LGBT NGOs and public interest lawyers, sued a “conversion therapy” clinic and won. The court held that homosexuality is not an illness thus a practitioner selling a “treatment” for it is liable for consumer fraud. The case made a splash in the media, but the damage award was low. According to the plaintiff, the clinic continued operating, and later raised its prices. Follow-up complaints to the municipal Administration for Industry and Commerce and health authorities did not lead to further penalties.
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In 2015 in Henan, a man’s wife and her family forcibly committed him to a mental hospital after she found out he was gay.\(^88\) He was in the hospital for nineteen days where he was force-fed drugs without being told what they were and was physically abused. After escaping with the help of the director of China’s PFLAG, the man won a lawsuit against the hospital. The court ruled that, in accordance with the Mental Health Law, a person can only be committed against their will if they are a danger to themselves or society, which was not the case here.\(^89\) The plaintiff won a public apology from the hospital and a small sum of money. The size of the damage award again raised questions about whether litigation can effectively deter hospitals from such practices. Advocates later followed up by filing complaints against the hospital with local health regulators. The regulators fined the hospital several thousand RMB and issued a warning to the doctor involved. It is the only known example of local authorities using administrative penalties against perpetrators of “conversion therapy.”

A year after the Zhumadian court case against perpetrators of “conversion therapy,” the Beijing LGBT Center published an explainer on the Mental Health Law and what to do if one is committed against one’s will in a mental hospital.\(^90\) The author was concerned that since GAS is very difficult to access, many transgender people attempt self-surgery and hormone self-dosing. Hospitals may interpret these actions as self-harm under the Mental Health Law, and feel justified in committing transgender individuals to hospitals against their will.

In 2015, the Chinese government responded to comments at a hearing of the Committee Against Torture (CAT) that it was not doing enough to fight against “conversion therapy.” Chinese LGBT advocates had worked hard to get “conversion therapy” on the CAT committee’s radar,\(^91\) as it was a topic that had not been addressed in previous reviews of China. Although the Chinese government delegate said this topic was outside the scope of the treaty, the delegate also stated that “China does not view LGBTI as a mental disease or require compulsory treatment for LGBTI people. They will not be confined in mental hospitals either. Indeed, LGBTI people face some real challenges in terms of social acceptance, employment, education, health, and family life. This is an issue that needs serious attention.”\(^92\) In its concluding observations, the UN CAT committee stated that the Chinese government should issue and implement regulations to ban “conversion therapy.” In the five years since, China has not taken any official action on “conversion therapy.” Though, in an October 2019 meeting of the UN Human Rights Council, a Chinese
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government representative asked the UN Independent Expert on the protection against violence and discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity, “to sum up and share with countries best practices in the areas of anti-discrimination, depathologization, and decriminalization.”

LGBT advocates are aware of many dozens of “conversion therapy” practitioners, but have found it difficult to continue legal action. Evidence has become harder to gather because perpetrators of “conversion therapy” have gotten savvier about hiding their business from investigating advocates, and because gathering strong evidence oftentimes requires paying for highly expensive “treatment” sessions.

In subsequent years, advocates have filed complaints about other “conversion therapy” practitioners with regulators, but a 2019 report by the Beijing Impact Law Firm and Beijing Gender indicates that government agencies have taken little heed (the penalty given to the Zhumadian hospital being the exception).

In addition to pressuring perpetrators of “conversion therapy,” LGBT advocates have called for correcting inaccurate and stigmatizing information about homosexuality in university textbooks. In 2015, Qiu Bai, a Guangzhou university student, with the help of LGBT Rights Advocacy China and the Beijing Impact Law Firm, sued the Ministry of Education (MOE) for not responding adequately to open government information inquiries about the MOE’s regulation of homophobic textbooks. The case failed to make the MOE take official action, but it was well-covered in the media, and got the MOE’s attention by compelling MOE staff to appear in court. After the suit, Qiu Bai continued sending requests to publishers and authors to change their textbooks, and received positive responses from Renmin University Press and Chinese ecommerce giant JD.com for selling a homophobic textbook, arguing it was a faulty product. The relevant regulation states that a book’s errors cannot exceed one ten-thousandth of a percent of its content. The litigation was repeatedly stymied, in part because no appraisal agency had been willing to
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undertake this analysis. In August 2020, the trial court ruled against Xixi holding that it was not factual error to describe homosexuality as a mental disorder, but rather a matter of differing interpretations. Advocates believe that the CCMD-3’s reference to ego-dystonic homosexuality paved the way for the court to come to this conclusion. Xixi is appealing.

In addition to legal mechanisms, advocates have continued to use performance art, public education, and engagement with mental health practitioners, scholars, and professional associations to bring an end to “conversion therapy” practices.

Access to Gender-Affirming Surgeries and Hormone Replacement Therapy

About half of transgender people report a need to access gender-affirming surgeries (GAS), while sixty-two percent report a need to access hormone replacement therapy (HRT). Being unable to access these healthcare services can cause anxiety, depression, self-harm, and suicide ideation. GAS is also a legal prerequisite for changing the gender marker on one’s national identification card, a government document necessary for myriad life tasks. Once GAS is completed, barriers remain to changing gender markers. In addition to providing proof of GAS, the Ministry of Public Security requires people to submit proof that the human resources office of their work unit, collective, or school consent to the change of their gender marker.

The 2017 Sex Reassignment Procedural Management Standards stipulate that individuals can access GAS if they meet stringent requirements, including: 1) proof of family member notification (regardless of age), 2) being diagnosed with “transsexualism” and proving psychological interventions have been ineffective for at least a year, 3) submitting proof of not having a criminal record from the Public Security Bureau of where the applicant’s household registration is (sometimes the local Public Security Bureau requires a letter of introduction from an employer or neighborhood office). According to a 2018 report by China Women’s University Professor Liu Minghui, “In practice, these

familial notifications amount to familial consent. Signatures must be solicited from, at minimum, parents or guardians; an unsigned notification prevents the GAS candidate from moving forward with the procedures.” These conditions are prohibitive, not to mention violations of autonomy and privacy. Especially problematic is the fact that transgender people experience high rates of family rejection and domestic violence, making obtaining family signatures on proof of notification documents extremely difficult.

Amnesty International’s 2019 report “I Need My Parents’ Consent to be Myself” – Barriers to Gender-Affirming Treatments for Transgender People in China documents how lack of access to GAS compels transgender individuals to pursue highly dangerous means of transitioning, such as self-surgery and self-dosing. One adult transgender woman interviewed said she was only able to obtain family consent after she removed one testicle on her own.

Individuals who assist with self-surgery risk criminal liability. Police pursued criminal charges against a person who helped a transgender friend perform a self-surgery. Sellers of hormones, who can be easily found on e-commerce sites such as Taobao, also face potential criminal liability.

The Beijing LGBT Center works with doctors from Peking University Third Hospital to hold talks about how to access GAS, as well as the risks of self-surgery and self-dosing. At roundtables organized by the Center, domestic and international medical experts discuss with members of China’s transgender community about the challenges they face and how the healthcare system should be improved. It also conducts events with lawyers about how transgender people can protect their rights if they receive subpar medical services.

**Workplace Discrimination**

Only about five percent of LGBT people are fully out in the workplace. Even though few LGBT people are out at work, about twenty percent of LGBT employees surveyed have experienced workplace bullying, harassment, or discrimination. Only eleven percent described their workplaces as “open and accepting.”
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Transgender people run a serious risk of being outed by their identity documents, and employers often reject applicants whose gender markers on their education credentials are inconsistent with those on their national identification cards. Even if a transgender person meets the stringent requirements for changing the gender marker on their national identification card, it is even more difficult to change the gender marker on their education credentials. Transgender graduates cannot change their diploma’s gender marker through their school. Instead they must submit a request to the Ministry of Education (MOE), which has been uncooperative on this issue. Only in several instances have lawyers been able to help transgender people get the MOE to change the gender marker on their education credentials. In an effort to scale up, the Rainbow Lawyers have created a handbook for transgender people on how to change gender markers on identity documents and diplomas.

Chinese law does not have express prohibitions against LGBT-based discrimination in the workplace. However, the 2008 Employment Promotion Law (EPL) prohibits discrimination based on a non-exhaustive list of classifications, including sex. Lawyers representing LGBT clients who have been discriminated against have prepared arguments that SOGIE-based discrimination is a form of sex discrimination and, alternatively, that since the list is not exhaustive – there is an “etc.” at the end of the enumerated classifications – the EPL can be read to cover SOGIE-based discrimination. In several cases, courts seem sympathetic to this interpretation, which will be elaborated on later in this section.

At the United Nations, the government has made several statements indicating that Chinese law prohibits SOGIE-based discrimination. At the second Universal Periodic Review of the United Nations Human Rights Council in 2013, the government responded to recommendations to pass laws prohibiting LGBT-based discrimination as “accepted and already implemented.” The government’s addendum to the Report of the Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review elaborated, “China’s Constitution clearly stipulates that all citizens are equal before the law. China prohibits all possible discriminations via enacting specific laws.” In 2014, a government representative at a session of the Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) stated, “In China, all persons receive protection of the law, regardless of sexual orientation. They will not be discriminated against because of their sexual orientation.” At a June 2018 session of the UN Human Rights Council, the Chinese government stated, “China opposes all forms of discrimination and violence including discrimination, violence, and
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intolerance based on sexual orientation”\textsuperscript{122} (in 2020, the government made a similar statement including gender identity). In March 2019, the Chinese government declared that eight recommendations made during its third Universal Period Review at the United Nations regarding creating protections against SOGIE-related discrimination were “accepted and already implemented.”\textsuperscript{123} Coverage of these statements rarely appear in Chinese media, but advocates convey them to domestic audiences to desensitize LGBT issues.\textsuperscript{124}

There are also some references to sexual orientation and gender identity discrimination tucked away in other official documents. The 2018 Guidelines on China’s Sustainable Agricultural Overseas Investment issued by the Ministry of Agriculture and a government-backed industry association and think tank states that the investing Chinese enterprise: “shall not engage in or support any discrimination based on ... sexual orientation ...”\textsuperscript{125}

Although the 2008 Employment Promotion Law expressly prohibits discrimination, the Supreme People’s Court only created a cause of action for “equal employment rights disputes” in late 2018. Previously, plaintiffs brought discrimination cases under different causes of action, such as violations of general personality rights or unlawful termination. China does not have at-will employment, and employees can only be fired for cause or other reasons stipulated in the Labor Contract Law.\textsuperscript{126} Although plaintiffs have failed to prove they suffered SOGIE-based discrimination at court, some were able to show that the employer lacked a sufficient basis to fire them or violated the Labor Contract Law in some other way, and were able to recover some compensation. For example, in a labor arbitration, a gay kindergarten teacher who was fired because of his sexual orientation was able to recover ¥36,000 (approximately $5,000 USD) because his employer failed to provide him with a written contract.\textsuperscript{127} Still, shoehorning discrimination cases into other causes of action has caused confusion for judges and has proved inadequate for addressing challenges particular to employment discrimination cases. It also undermines a core advocacy goal: having courts call out discrimination directly by its name.

In the cases that have gone forward, almost none of the defendants have argued that LGBT-based discrimination is permissible under the law, but instead argue that there was another reason for firing the employee, and they usually win. In 2014, a gay man sued 58 Town in Beijing for withdrawing a job offer after he came out as


The gender identity and expression of an individual should be respected. Laborers should not be treated differently in the course of employ because of their gender identity and expression.”

In the 2020 Jesse Ma case, the court considered the plaintiff's gender identity discrimination claim to be a form of sex discrimination, which is clearly prohibited by law.

In one well-known case, a transgender employee did have smoking-gun evidence. In 2019, Dang Dang, a large e-commerce company, wrote a letter to a transwoman employee, referring to her as “Mr.”, and proceeded to state that colleagues did not want to work with her because of “moral awkwardness” and not wanting to share the bathroom. The appeals court held that Dang Dang lacked a legitimate reason to fire her. Although the employee had technically not brought a discrimination claim, the court went on to state that, “although [the Employment Promotion Law] does not expressly provide that laborers shall not be discriminated against because they have undergone a sex change, it should be within the meaning of the [the Employment Promotion Law] that laborers, who have undergone sex-reassignment surgery, changed their sex, and gotten the approval of the Ministry of Public Security, enjoy rights to equal employment and not to be discriminated against.”

Although the plaintiffs failed on their discrimination claims, the courts seemed to assume or expressly say that LGBT discrimination was prohibited. The Guiyang intermediate court judgment, in dicta, stated: “One's gender identity and gender expression belong under the protected scope of the general right of personality...
that in accordance with MPS regulations, the employee had changed her sex from male to female, and “has the right to enter the bathroom in accordance with her female identity. Other colleagues should accept [the employee’s] new sex, and have a tolerant mindset in conducting company business with [the employee].” News of the judgment went viral on social media and was also sympathetically covered by state television.

Discrimination based on HIV/AIDS status has also negatively impacted equal employment rights. The Employment Protection Law clearly prohibits discrimination based on HIV/AIDS status, but, like with other discrimination cases, it has been very hard for plaintiffs to effectuate their rights. Employees are often unable to protect the privacy of their status, because employers require them to take physical examinations (these are illegal with the exception of government employers and certain special jobs), and test for HIV without their knowledge.

In a 2019 case featured in the Chinese version of GQ, Xie Peng, an employee at an entertainment company, was made to take a physical examination. The employer had no legal reason for requiring the exam and did not inform Xie Peng that the exam would test for HIV. After Xie Peng tested positive, the hospital directly contacted the employer. Xie Peng sought assistance from the Rainbow Lawyers who helped him file a lawsuit, get media attention, and reach a settlement with the company. In the first such settlement of its kind, the company agreed to re-hire Xie Peng, but the company’s agreement was only for show. The company stopped contacting Xie Peng, and continued to pay him minimum wage to “work from home.”

LGBT and anti-discrimination advocates hope the Supreme People’s Court new cause of action for equal employment rights disputes will better facilitate discrimination litigation. It could signal to judges that they need to handle evidence and proof structures in employment discrimination cases differently than in other cases.

A major advancement would be if courts could shift the burden of evidence to the employer after the plaintiff makes a prima facie case of discrimination. For example, if the plaintiff provides evidence that the employer made prejudicial remarks about the plaintiff’s sexual orientation or gender identity, the burden would shift to the employer to demonstrate that it fired the plaintiff for a legitimate non-discriminatory reason. If not, the court could find that discrimination had taken place.

Also, courts need to develop a better understanding of discrimination so they are not as easily swayed by erroneous counterarguments (e.g., “I’m afraid of what the company’s clients will think if they know we have a gay employee”; “Colleagues don’t feel comfortable working with a transgender person”). Advocates hope that a judicial interpretation from the Supreme
People’s Court would help to clarify these issues to make litigation more practicable for all victims of discrimination.

It would be ideal for the proposed Anti-Employment Discrimination Law (AEDL) to pass with protections against LGBT-based discrimination included. The AEDL is not on the government’s legislative agenda, but relevant ministries have discussed with scholars how it could be implemented. LGBT advocates’ engagement with scholars resulted in a group of legal experts working on the AEDL submitting a draft AEDL to the government that covers LGBT-based discrimination. The law’s near-term passage is unlikely, and it is unclear whether its final version will include LGBT-based discrimination, but discussion of the draft AEDL at high levels is sensitizing policymakers to LGBT issues.

Relatedly, the Supreme People’s Court issued a new cause of action for sexual harassment cases, simultaneously with the new cause of action on equal employment rights. Existing law on sexual harassment in the workplace only covers harassment of women, but the anti-sexual harassment provisions in the new Civil Code, which will go into effect in 2021, uses gender neutral language.  

Since the judicial system thus far only provides limited protection for LGBT employees’ rights, LGBT advocates have also been directly engaging businesses about LGBT-inclusion in the workplace.  

Many foreign multinational corporations in China, driven both by their headquarters’ global policies and demand from China-based employees, have been implementing LGBT-supportive policies for employees. These include same-sex partner benefits such as health insurance and honeymoon vacation, the establishment of employee resource groups, clear anti-discrimination policies, and insurance coverage for GAS and HRT. Foreign multinational companies are also speaking out more on Chinese social media and participating in Pride Month activities.

Although the most visible companies have been multinationals, some Chinese companies have taken supportive steps publicly. In March 2020, ByteDance, the owner of the globally popular video-sharing platform TikTok, possibly became the first Chinese tech company to publicly post a message regarding inclusion of its lesbian, gay, and bisexual employees. A large insurance company, PingAn, agreed to provide spousal health insurance to the same-sex spouse of an employee at Ford Motor Company. Companies both domestic and foreign have also tried to
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engage LGBT consumers and their allies through LGBT-themed marketing.

Similar to efforts for improving schools, advocates hope directly engaging businesses will not only create near-term improvement of working conditions for LGBT people, but will also eventually lead to policy change. If enough influential businesses are adopting LGBT-inclusive policies and are making a strong case for the economic benefits of inclusion, it will put them in a better position to move anti-discrimination laws and regulations forward.

**Relationship Recognition**

**Same-sex Marriage**

China does not recognize same-sex marriage, but same-sex marriage advocacy has a relatively long history. Dating back to the 1990s, same-sex couples have attempted to register for marriage licenses or have held unofficial marriage ceremonies. From 2003–2013, Professor Li Yinhe, China’s most famous sexologist, submitted several proposals on legalizing same-sex marriage to national legislators. In 2013, PFLAG parents also submitted proposals to the National People’s Congress (NPC) requesting that their children be allowed to start a family with their partners, arguing that it would lay their anxieties about the stability of their children’s future to rest. Officials generally have not responded to these calls, or have reiterated that China’s traditional culture and values do not comport with same-sex marriage.

Recent years have seen an increase in the visibility and scope of same-sex marriage advocacy. In 2016, in the first case of its kind, a same-sex couple in Hunan, Sun Wenlin and Hu Mingliang, sued the Changsha Bureau of Civil Affairs for denying them a marriage license. About 300 people came to the local court to show their support for the case. Sun handed out wedding candies while media scrums took pictures of the plaintiff couple. Shortly after trial, the court ruled that the text of the Marriage Law only considers marriage as possible between a man and a woman. Despite the loss, news of the case received tens of millions of views on social media and galvanized activists. A young college student outside the court told a reporter, “this case definitely gave a lot of people courage to stand up.”

Sun did not stop there. In 2018, he called on Weibo users to submit proposals to
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drafters of China's Civil Code to legalize same-sex marriage. Before long, the hashtag “Civil Code, Same-Sex Marriage” reached 70 million views.146

The next year, Taiwan's legalization of same-sex marriage in May 2019 boosted discussion of the issue in mainland China once again. On Weibo, views and engagements of the relevant hashtag reached over 680 million.147 Although many lesbian, gay, and bisexual citizens of the People's Republic of China would like to get married in Taiwan, they currently cannot.148 Many same-sex couples from China travel to other jurisdictions to get married, such as in North America and Western Europe, even though their marriages are not recognized at home. The US commonwealth of Saipan is a popular wedding destination since entry for Chinese tourists does not require a visa.149

In late 2019, several LGBT organizations and advocates, including Sun Wenlin, formed a new network “Ai Cheng Jia” (“Love Makes Family”) to coordinate same-sex marriage advocacy among its member groups. “Marriage is a really big topic,” said Dong Xiaoying, director of the Advocates for Diverse Family Network, an Ai Cheng Jia member group, “so you need different organizations to work on it together.”150

Ai Cheng Jia's first foray was to launch a campaign to submit legislative proposals calling for same-sex marriage to drafters of China's Civil Code after they had opened a round of soliciting public comments. Views of the campaign's hashtag shot up to 200 million in four days before being deleted by censors.151 Weeks later, by the close of the public feedback solicitation round, 213,634 people had made submissions on marriage — huge compared to other sections' submission numbers.152 Then in late December a National People's Congress spokesperson publicly acknowledged the large volume of proposals calling for same-sex marriage. The neutrally-toned statement contrasted with that of another NPC spokesperson made in August 2019 that same-sex marriage was unsuitable for China's “national conditions” and “historical and cultural traditions.”154 News of the December
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acknowledgement went viral online, with one hashtag reaching 840 million views.\textsuperscript{155} When the Civil Code passed in May 2020, it did not legalize same-sex marriage, and, in an interview leading up to its passage, a lead drafter tried to delegitimize submissions supporting same-sex marriage by describing them as being “organized” and “copied and pasted.” The interview though was quickly deleted.\textsuperscript{156}

Besides changing the Civil Code, Professor Han Dayuan, the former dean of Renmin University Law School, sees as an alternative. He has posited that a constitutional challenge can be brought to the NPC Constitution & Law Committee claiming that the constitution’s “freedom of marriage” guarantee makes no reference to gender, so laws under the constitution, like the Civil Code, cannot limit marriage rights based on gender.

Ai Cheng Jia advocates anticipate that the government will slowly and inconspicuously grant access to piecemeal rights to same-sex couples in order to pacify the growing same-sex marriage movement. Same-sex couples are already trying to use existing laws to attain some of the rights associated with marriage, which are covered in the next section.

There are some “in-the-system” stakeholders who are cautiously optimistic about the legalization of same-sex marriage. In a 2017 interview with CGTN, NPC delegate Sun Xiaomei said she once told an audience of PFLAG parents that generational change would make the difference, “when young people are in various social positions over the next decade, the LGBT [sic] maybe allowed to get married then. Hundreds of parents shed tears. They hope to see that.”\textsuperscript{157}

**Partial Proxies for Relationship Recognition**

Many same-sex couples have tried using legal mechanisms permitted under existing law to obtain some of the rights and protections associated with marriage, such as an equitable splitting of property in case the relationship ends, using power of attorney to make medical decisions for an incapacitated partner, and providing a surviving partner with inheritance and the right to continue residing in a shared home.

Joy Chia notes though that using civil contract law, “is not yet a widespread practice, and there have to date unfortunately been no legal cases that demonstrate the utility of those civil contracts during disputes.”\textsuperscript{158} In an interview with Dr. Jingshu Zhu, a gay man summed up skepticism about using contracts and wills to protect his partner in the event of his passing: “We doubt if these legal papers can help much. Imagine I died and suddenly a ‘stranger’ came and argued against my parents that I had left most of my inheritance to him. How could my parents believe and happily
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accept that! ... Similarly, my parents would not let a ‘stranger’ make medical decisions for me if I were in coma, even if he had the power of attorney.”

There have been cases where parents of the deceased partner have seized the couple’s assets or have tried to kick them out of their apartment. When same-sex couples who have broken up bring property disputes to court, judges have declined to treat their previous relationships as “quasi-marriages” in which property was shared, disadvantaging the less economically well-off party or the party whose name does not appear in documents proving ownership.

New mechanisms are emerging for same-sex couples to obtain more protections. Article 33 of the 2017 General Principles of the Civil Code (which has since been integrated into the complete Civil Code passed in May 2020 and will go into effect in 2021) allows for adults to enter into guardianship agreements with each other. If one party loses or partially loses civil capacity, the other party has the responsibility to manage the affairs of the incapacitated party on their behalf, including decisions regarding healthcare and property. This reform was aimed at providing more security to aging adults – but same-sex couples have been able to establish guardianship relationships nonetheless.

LGBT advocates have played a crucial role in training hundreds of public notaries about how they can help same-sex couples establish legal guardianship agreements. When a notary approved Beijing’s first guardianship agreement between a same-sex couple in 2019, the related Weibo hashtag reached 97 million views. However, couples usually avoid directly stating their same-sex relationship in the guardianship agreements out of fear that such a statement would invalidate the agreement because it violates “public order and good morals.” Public notaries have also helped same-sex couples draft agreements regarding property.

Another new potential mechanism is the right to reside in Chapter 14 of the new Civil Code, which allows a property owner to grant another the right to live on the property for life. LGBT advocates are concerned that although the provision’s language is gender-neutral, implementing authorities may choose to stop same-sex couples from using it.


These legal mechanisms can provide some protections for people in same-sex relationships, but advocates emphasize that they do not come close to securing all the rights and benefits granted by marriage, and thus are no substitute for full marriage equality.

**Cooperative Marriages Between Gays and Lesbians**

In response to family and social pressure, many gays and lesbians choose to enter into cooperative marriages, in which they present themselves as a straight couple to family, colleagues, the government and/or society at large. They are otherwise not in an intimate relationship, though there are cases of close friends entering into cooperative marriages who do support each other as life partners. In contrast to same-sex couples trying to secure legal protections piecemeal, the problem for parties in a cooperative marriage is to avoid the rights and obligations of marriage.

Individuals entering into cooperative marriages have drafted contracts that delineate the terms of the marriage, including keeping property ownership separate, waiving inheritance rights, and keeping the marriage asexual. Some agreements stipulate the abdication of parenting rights and caretaking obligations regarding the spouse and their family, as well as stipulating non-interference in extra-marital relationships, but courts would consider such provisions to be against public policy and thus ineffective.  

**Non-Cooperative Marriages**

Given the immense social pressure to marry, many gay and lesbian people have married a different-sex person under the pretense that they were sexually and romantically attracted to them. When one spouse discovers that the other is gay or lesbian, conflicts arise. In one extreme case, a woman committed suicide after finding out her husband was gay. Her family sued the husband as being liable for her death, but the court ruled against them.

If these marriages enter divorce proceedings, the straight spouse often argues that the gay or lesbian spouse should be found to be at fault for having concealed their sexual orientation, and thus should provide compensation. Under Article 46 of the Marriage Law, the no-fault party may request compensation if the divorce was caused by bigamy, cohabiting with a third party, domestic violence, or maltreatment and desertion. Since the law is silent on matters of sexual orientation, courts usually decline to rule that compensation is owed because the spouse had concealed their sexual orientation. However, several scholars and advocates believe that judges often favor wives of gay men in rulings on the division of marital property. The new Civil Code adds a catchall category for finding fault in addition to the four cat-
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Parenting

Custody Cases

Many gay and lesbian people have reared biological children in different-sex marriages. In divorce proceedings, if a gay or lesbian parent’s sexual orientation comes to the attention of the court, it can negatively affect their chances of obtaining custody rights.

Article 36 of the Marriage Law stipulates that when the divorcing parties do not agree on custody, the court shall decide custody rights “in accordance with the rights and interests of the child.” On the same issue, Article 1084 of the Civil Code, which will go into effect in 2021, superseding the Marriage Law, states, that a court will “make a judgment in accordance with the principle of the best interest of the child.” Judges have wide discretion in making custody determinations.

According to Dr. Jingshu Zhu, for LGB parties in a divorce proceeding, “In China, most choose to secure custody by denying the accusation of homosexuality, rather than proudly coming out and making non-discrimination arguments. The courts tend to ignore this factor, too, at least not making it explicit in their judgments.”

There are some examples of courts addressing the issue of sexual orientation head on. In one 2013 case, the court ruled the parent’s “homosexual behavior goes against current normal mainstream views and traditional ethics. This behavior creates an unfavorable influence on the healthy development of the juvenile.” Another ruled one parent’s “sexual orientation is different from normal people, potentially creating an unfavorable influence on [the child’s] perspectives on life and family.” However, there is at least one instance of a court finding the claim that a gay parent’s sexual orientation would have a negative effect on a child’s development to “lack factual basis.”

Researchers have been unable to find cases on the custody of rights of spouses who underwent a gender transition prior to divorce. UNDP researchers found one example of legal commentary on the subject, in which the author concluded, “in terms of social values and psychological factors, allowing transgender people to [raise children] is likely to leave a definite
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impression upon the child. Because of this, the author feels that the partner who has not undergone a gender transition should raise the child, except in cases where that would be inappropriate.”

Historically, US advocates fought against prejudiced court decisions by working with social scientists. They conducted empirical research showing that children raised by gay and lesbian parents developed just as healthily as children raised by straight parents. After evidence reached a critical mass, numerous professional associations began issuing official statements supporting the rights of gay and lesbian parents. The mounting social science evidence – along with changing social attitudes – led to a subsequent sea change in court rulings.

In a similar vein, advocates in China have been exploring how China’s developing expert witness system can play a positive role in LGBT rights cases. Expert witnesses helped secure a favorable judgment in the Guiyang transgender employment discrimination case. They have also led to ameliorated sentences for women convicted of murdering their husbands after suffering through years of domestic violence. In custody cases, expert witnesses could present social science research on LGBT parents to judges. However, because relevant domestic research is extremely limited, any such testimony would rely on overseas research, which would be less persuasive. Much more cross-sector collaboration between advocates, social scientists, and lawyers is needed before this strategy could be fully implemented. Until then, the safest strategy for LGBT parents in divorce cases might still be to conceal.

One positive trend is that with the rise of openly LGBT parents, there will be more public discussion of their families. Entertainment media have positively covered the family life of Jin Xing and her three adopted children, and many gay and lesbian parents are sharing their stories on social media.

**Adoption**

Policy and practice around adoption exhibits prejudice against LGBT people. Neither the Adoption Law nor the new Civil Code that will come into force in 2021 expressly prohibit openly-LGBT people from adopting children, but it states that adoption “shall be in the interest of the upbringing and growth of adopted minors ... and not in contravention of social morality.” In an announcement on overseas adoption, the China Centre for Children’s Welfare and Adoption, which sits under the Ministry of Civil Affairs, stated that the Adoption Law’s “social morality” requirement excludes gays and lesbians from adopting. It goes on to state that the Marriage Law “does not recognize homosexual families” and that the Chinese Classification of Mental Disorders
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considers homosexuality to be a “psychosexual disorder.” Another provision from the China Centre for Children’s Welfare and Adoption on overseas adoption organizations operating in China requires that applicants of the same sex who cohabit and are not family must make a declaration that neither of them are gay or lesbian.\textsuperscript{183}

More recently, provincial- and municipal-level government regulations clearly list homosexuality as a negative or disqualifying factor for applicants.\textsuperscript{184} A policy from the Changzhou city government in Jiangsu lists homosexuality along with drug abuse, committing domestic violence, and being in a cult as factors making an applicant ineligible.\textsuperscript{185} In a less extreme example, the assessment forms for applicants seeking to adopt in Qidong, Jiangsu ask if they have had “homosexual” or “other bad and abnormal behaviors.”\textsuperscript{186} Applicants receive a point if they have not (a perfect score is 125 points).

There have also been reports of the China Centre for Children’s Welfare and Adoption prohibiting transgender individuals who have already changed the gender marker on their identification cards from adopting children.\textsuperscript{187} However, Jin Xing, as an unmarried transgender woman, was able to adopt three children from orphanages in China.\textsuperscript{188}

Some LGBT legal advocates believe that since the Adoption Law is silent on sexual orientation and gender identity, they can challenge the lower level provisions or, at least, pursue adoptions in areas where local provisions lack express LGBT-related prohibitions. There have been no known successful examples of this to date. As with advocacy against domestic violence and “conversion therapy,” pursuing this strategy will involve engaging frontline service providers.

Second-Parent Adoption

There are single lesbian and gay parents in China whose parental rights are recognized by the state. For example, a person who had a child in a different-sex marriage and managed to obtain custody rights or someone who had a child through IVF or surrogacy abroad. A major difficulty for same-sex couples is that even if one of them has secured parental rights with regard to a child, there are no legally tested cases of the second party in the relationship also establishing parental rights vis-à-vis that child. A common situation is that for same-sex couple parents,
only one person will have legally-recognized parental rights while the other, as far as the government is concerned, has no relationship with the child.

This puts families led by same-sex couples in a precarious position. A well-known WeChat account, “Three Men in One House” documents the challenges that a gay couple face in raising their son. When their son gets into graduate school abroad, the non-legally-recognized parent is unable to act as a guarantor for his son’s loans. Other obstacles include the non-legally-recognized parent not being able to make medical decisions for their child or sign official documents. If the legal parent were to die, the government would consider the child orphaned. The remaining non-legally-recognized parent would not have means of asserting their rights, and the government or other family members could take over guardianship of the child. The remaining parent could attempt to adopt the child, but this process is long and has no guarantee of success.

Gay and lesbian parents and advocate lawyers are looking into how the guardianship system could be used to ameliorate the above problems. Although different in name, a legal guardian would have many of the same rights and obligations toward the child.

**Assisted Reproductive Technology (ART)**

To obtain ART services, Chinese law requires women to present a marriage certificate and a permit from the local government. The government will only grant permits if it deems the services to be medically necessary. Legal ART is unavailable to single women in China, though there is a pending court case by a woman against a hospital for refusing to freeze her eggs.189

Lesbian women seeking in vitro fertilization (IVF) services may choose to obtain them abroad or by finding providers in China who are willing to look the other way for a price. A lesbian couple shared their experience in an interview with Dr. Jingshu Zhu:

> The doctor knew that we were lesbians and was willing to help. Of course, our gifts and “red envelopes” (gift money) are also crucial in maintaining good doctor-patient relationship … other relevant people were also “taken good care of” (dadian haole). We didn’t come out [to them], and they simply treated me as an “infertile patient” and my partner as an altruistic friend for gestational surrogacy. My “husband” did not show up because we said, “he happened to be busy with his work that day.”190

According to Dong Xiaoying, from the Advocates for Diverse Families Network, there is no way to guarantee the safety of these underground procedures. The hospitals will not leave written records, and the clients do not have legal recourse in case anything goes wrong.

Entering into a cooperative marriage with a man is a way to meet the marriage certificate requirement, but the state would

recognize the man as the legal father of the child. Parental rights and obligations cannot be given up contractually, so the man in the cooperative marriage would have to be willing to take on the legal role of being a parent and the mother would have to trust that he would not use these rights against her (e.g., by filing for divorce and demanding custody of the child).

Managing to become pregnant is only the first hurdle. After giving birth, a single mother will have to secure the child a residence permit from the government, which will allow the child to access local social services like public education and healthcare. Previously, authorities would deny resident permits to children born to unmarried mothers, but, in 2015, the State Council issued a policy stating that these children can obtain a household registration certificate. Still, at least 25 provincial-level jurisdictions have regulations for fining unmarried mothers, which can amount to tens of thousands of RMB. However, given the CCP’s concern with slowing birth rates, many jurisdictions have stopped levying these fines.

Lesbian couples who marry and have children abroad through IVF also encounter difficulties when returning to China. In one case, authorities denied residence permits to twins born in the United States because two women were listed as parents on the birth certificate (the children, US citizens, also had difficulty obtaining visas before a compromise was reached).

Lesbian couples who have children through IVF face other risks as well. Chinese law does not recognize same-sex marriage and does not contemplate the possibility of a child having two same-sex parents. If the relationship breaks up, the government will likely only recognize one mother as the legal parent. This issue was at the center of a 2020 court case, in which one woman gave birth to a child using donor sperm and the egg of her same-sex partner, but then later broke up and disputed custody. The court acknowledged that the two women had been in a same-sex relationship, but only awarded custody to the birth mother, writing “According to basic moral values, the maternal relationship is not defined by genetic continuity, but by the emotional..."
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attachment [formed] during months of pregnancy and the ordeal of childbirth. In a similar ongoing case, a lesbian couple married in the United States and had two children there with donor sperm. Each woman gave birth to one child, but both eggs came from the same mother. After returning to China, the couple split up and one mother took the children to another city to live, against the wishes of the other mother. Their case is now before a court which will determine parental rights if they cannot come to an agreement.

LGBT advocates hope the court will take a non-biologically-determinative view of parenthood, especially since the mothers had married — showing their intent to raise their children together — and recognize that both women are mothers to both children. The case has been covered in state media and has received substantial public attention.

Women's rights and LGBT advocates have been publicly calling on the government to relax policies around the reproductive rights of single women, fueling widespread discussion online. In 2017, a lesbian mother wrote letters to all female NPC delegates asking to make ART services available to unmarried women. In 2019, A Lan, an unmarried woman, posted a viral video on Weibo looking for a man to help her conceive a child, but not get married.

Mounting public demand for better access to ART and the declining birth rate has led some officials to decide that the time has come to dismantle barriers for unmarried women to give birth. In 2017, NPC delegate Dai Hairong proposed allowing single women access to ART, but the National Health and Family Planning Commission firmly rejected the idea: “legalizing single women's reproductive rights does not conform to Chinese traditional values, or public order. Restricting single women's access to reproductive technology shows protection of children's rights.” In 2019, another NPC delegate Huang Xihua also proposed eliminating restrictions.

In 2019, a veteran women's rights advocate, described why China's older and male decisionmakers fear changing the policy, “They are worried once single women are entitled to reproductive freedom, it would massively impact the current family structure, the relations with men, and current ethical standards.”

Even in the face of these many obstacles, there are increasing numbers of lesbian women in China who are having children. Though a small fraction of the population, lesbian mothers are sharing their stories on social media and offline gatherings, and are coming out to their children's teachers and friends' parents — increasing their visibility.
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A Lan summed up her optimism about how the actions of individuals can create more possibilities for the future, “Today the situation is different from the past. Today we can have more choices, and our next generation will have even more diverse choices. By then, a voice will say proudly: ‘my mother has fought for this.’”

China’s Ministry of Health issued regulations banning surrogacy in 2001, and continues to impose heavy penalties on service providers. Despite the ban, many people — including LGBT people — have sought illegal domestic surrogacy services. Chinese law does not recognize contracts relinquishing the surrogate’s parental rights. When disputes arise, however, some courts have upheld the custody rights of the non-surrogate parent arguing it is the best interests of the child (particularly if they have been raising the child for a long period of time).

To the author’s knowledge, such cases have not involved openly lesbian, gay, or bisexual parents. A number of medical and legal experts, as well as government officials, are advocating for lessening restrictions on surrogacy with the aim of benefiting different-sex couples who cannot have children on their own.

Those who can afford it, seek more expensive services abroad. There are no prohibitions against bringing a child born by surrogacy in another jurisdiction back to China. Typically, the government will recognize the parent-child relationship established in the overseas jurisdiction (but if both parents are the same sex, it will not recognize both of them). A host of companies provide surrogacy consulting services, including China’s largest gay men’s social networking app, Blued. Some services complete fertilization abroad, but then the surrogate mother travels to China to give birth. The father and surrogate might present themselves as unwed parents to the local authorities, and will have to deal with the potential fines and denial of housing registration certificates described above.

The government provided a grant to East China Normal University Professor Wei Wei to research how same-sex couples in China form families. Professor Wei predicts that policies will eventually be relaxed, “The government is worried about the birth rate, yet lots of gay couples are keen to have children. I honestly believe China will open up in this regard, to legitimize gay families.”

---

Freedom of Expression and Assembly

Freedom of expression and assembly are tightly restricted in China. Although rights to freedom of expression and assembly are enshrined in the constitution, and citizens have tried to invoke these rights, there is no meaningful way to effectuate them. Due to social taboo and political sensitivity, space for LGBT-related speech and assembly is very constrained by state censors and security forces.

Expression

Media controls dating back to the 1990s expressly include “homosexuality” in long lists of prohibited content alongside other subjects that challenge mainstream sexual mores. Despite these longstanding prohibitions, LGBT-related content still appears sometimes in television and film. Though her career has not always been smooth, Jin Xing, one of China’s most popular talk show hosts, is an openly transgender woman. A 2008 popular film in China, “Feicheng Wurao” featured a gay man who confessed his love for his friend, while in the 2016 “Everybody’s Fine” a Chinese father learns to accept that his daughter is in a same-sex relationship. In contrast, ”Bohemian Rhapsody,” which was allowed popular release in China, was censored to the point of being practically unintelligible. In an interview with Quartz, Hiro Hua, founder of a popular Weibo account devoted to LGBT issues, commented on these inconsistencies, “The decision is largely subject to local authorities' whims. They never give any reasons.”

The boundaries of online censorship have also been hard to determine, which leads to more self-censorship. In 2015, film director Fan Popo discovered that his hit 2012 online documentary “Rainbow Mama” — a collection of stories about mothers embracing their LGBT children — was suddenly removed from a number of video sites. Some of the sites explained that they were just following instructions from the State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television (SAPPRFT), to remove the documentary, while SAPPRFT denied any such involvement. With the help of lawyers, Fan sent Open Government Information (OGI) requests to SAPPRFT asking it disclose any documents related to the removal of his film. SAPPRFT issued a formal response denying the existence of any such documents. Unconvinced, Fan sued in court to compel disclosure. The court held that it could not compel SAPPRFT to disclose documents that do not exist, but because the incorrect office at SAPPRFT responded to Fan’s request, the judge ordered it pay Fan the court filing fee of 50 RMB. SAPPRFT is unpopular, so celebratory news of a filmmaker “winning” in court against it circulated widely online, but Fan’s
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documentaries remain off the video sites to this day.\textsuperscript{213} Legal advocacy targeting censorship revived in 2017 when the China Netcasting Services Association (CSNA), a state-controlled industry association, issued guidelines for video and live streaming sites which, like past regulations, contained a prohibition on depictions of “homosexuality.”\textsuperscript{214} In response, advocates filed dozens of Open Government Information requests to SAPPRFT seeking documents related to the making of this decision and regarding the relationship between SAPPRFT and CSNA, including CSNA’s annual work report submitted to SAPPRFT.\textsuperscript{215} One OGI applicant sued SAPPRFT in court to disclose these documents, but the court ruled that SAPPRFT did not have to provide the documents requested because they either belonged to CSNA (an ostensibly non-government entity) or did not exist.\textsuperscript{216}

Mass online protest has achieved more than OGI filings and court cases. In April 2018, Weibo announced a cleanup of illicit content, including pornography, violence, and “homosexuality,” provoking a huge backlash. Weibo users started posting pictures of themselves with the hashtag #IAmGay, with non-LGBT people joining. Views and engagements of the hashtag reached one billion.\textsuperscript{217} Lawyers and advocates openly discussed bringing legal action and calling investors. After two days, Weibo caved and rescinded the order. Shortly after, the People's Daily’s WeChat account weighed in with an op-ed stating, “To a certain degree, respect for and protection of different sexual orientations is a manifestation of a society’s degree of civilization.”\textsuperscript{219} Xiaotie, the director of the Beijing LGBT Center, said Weibo “over analyzed” the regulations.\textsuperscript{220} Geng Le, CEO of Blued, reached out to the responsible officials who said that they had just copied content regulations for other media without thinking.\textsuperscript{221}

In January 2019, when CSNA released guidelines for short video platforms, like Douyin, it included bans on “abnormal” sexual relations and “non-mainstream” views on marriage, but it did not expressly list “homosexuality.”\textsuperscript{222} Geng Le views this as a step forward. However, other advocates think the guidelines' language is

\begin{itemize}
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sufficiently broad to cover LGBT-related content. In February 2019, Douyin cited content violations when deleting posts made by a gay couple about their daily life, and in April 2019 Weibo deleted popular hashtags for lesbian issues catalyzing another wave of online protest. One was restored while the other remains blocked.

In November 2018, a young woman received a ten-year prison sentence for publishing “danmei” fiction depicting sex and romance between men. The charges focused on her work’s pornographic content and the fact that it was published illegally, but many commented on the absurdly severe sentence. Despite such instances of cracking down, danmei fiction is still being published.

**Assembly**

Authorities also stringently limit space for offline activities. When Changsha activist, Xiang Xiaohan organized a small Pride march in Changsha without a permit, he was put in administrative detention for fifteen days.

In order to get around restrictions for large gatherings, LGBT advocates have framed their events as Rainbow Marathons or Rainbow Hikes to get permission (or at least giving police an excuse to look the other way). Attendees at some of these activities can number in the hundreds, and require extensive prior negotiation with the police to avoid the event getting shut down.

Conferences and workshops are also often shut down. In 2014, state security officers raided a hotel to detain nine LGBT advocates who were going to attend a small seminar the next day on how to legally register their organizations. In detention, one of the officers told them, “Homosexuals need to be reformed. It is like for people who are coprophiles. If we don't help them to change the habit of eating feces, how can our society progress?”

It is hard to determine the reason behind when police choose to exert pressure and when they do not, if there is one. In May 2018, advocates were held in detention for several hours and forced to cancel their event, Speak Out, where LGBT people share their stories. After being released, one of them told Reuters, “They were very clear in telling us we couldn't organize activities in Xi'an [the capital city of Shaanxi province] again, and that they didn't welcome gays.” Yet, later that summer a conference for LGBT-Friendly Mental Health Counselors was held in Xi'an.
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Before it was shut down, the most high-profile offline event was ShanghaiPRIDE, a weeks-long festival that features art and film exhibitions, dance parties, NGO fairs, and choir performances. In its twelve-year run, ShanghaiPRIDE grew in size and profile, but disbanded in 2020 due to increased pressure from authorities.230

LGBT advocates also often hold events in secret or semi-secret, with the exact location and time only being announced at the last minute, lowering the chances it will be noticed in time by police. In recent years, the game of cat and mouse has become more difficult as the Chinese Communist Party tightens its grip on civil society.

**Legal Status of LGBT NGOs**

There are dozens of LGBT organizations in China of varying sizes and structures. Some are registered as businesses, others as non-profit social organizations or not registered at all. Some conduct different components of their programming under different legal statuses.

Registering as a non-profit social organization brings benefits, such as favorable tax treatment and the added safety of an official endorsement. But it has drawbacks as well. One leader of an organization said registration was: “Like a double edge sword, a curse, because you have to follow their requirements ... you have to reduce your work on advocacy for rights of the LGBTIQ populations or else you might have your registration cancelled.” The leader continued, “After registration, there is a lot of financial reporting, attend[ing] a lot of meetings. And we will not have as much freedom as when we are not registered ... we might not be able to work on topics that are sensitive.” Social organizations are required to have an internal cell of CCP members and can be punished for failing to comply with rigorous compliance and reporting requirements.231 However, if an advocacy organization is registered as a business or not registered at all, it is easier for authorities to justify shutting down the organization or punishing its staff.

It has been easier for organizations that focus on providing services to register. For example, many grassroots MSM groups who do HIV prevention and education have had an easier time getting registered with the Bureau of Civil Affairs. Although oriented toward service provision, these groups sometimes also act as community centers and use their relationship with Chinese Communist Party and government officials to engage them on policy issues.

In contrast, groups focused on LGBT advocacy have had a notoriously difficult time registering with the Bureau of Civil Affairs. PFLAG’s past attempts at registration repeatedly failed, with one response from the government stating, “There is no law that states that homosexuality is legal, therefore we cannot, for the moment, deal with your application.”232 Ah Qiang, PFLAG’s director, responded, “On the con-


trary, China has no law that states homosexuality is illegal; and, moreover, no law that states heterosexuality is legal. If you are unable to assist us in the registration process, please provide a clear explanation in writing.” 233 In another meeting, a local government official suggested to Ah Qiang removing the word “gay” from the organization’s name before trying again. 234 Ah Qiang refused. Other organizations have tried to play the game by packaging themselves differently, “We don’t think we can register as an LGBT organization, so we are attempting with the themes youth, development, gender, etc., to try to register,” said the leader of a another organization. 235

Government agencies in other locations have given similar responses to the one that Ah Qiang received. When the Changsha Civil Affairs Bureau rejected Xiang Xiaohan’s registration application for his LGBT organization in 2014, he filed an administrative complaint with its supervising department to challenge the decision. Responding to the complaint, the Hunan Province Civil Affairs Department affirmed the local bureau’s decision: “Marriage must be between a man and a woman and the Marriage Law does not recognize homosexual relations ... Therefore, there is no legal basis for setting up a social organization for homosexuals.” The response continued, “Social organizations must respect the constitution, the law, regulations and policies and may not violate social morals and customs, and homosexuality contradicts our country’s traditional culture and spiritual civilization construction so a group cannot be set up.” 236 Xiang Xiaohan attempted suing the department for defamation in response, but the court declined to hear the case.

In 2014, a Chinese government representative at a session of the Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) conveyed a diametrically opposite message, stating, “In China, all persons receive protection of the law, regardless of sexual orientation. They will not be discriminated against because of their sexual orientation. Chinese society is becoming more and more tolerant of them, and there are organizations that specifically provide research and services for them. The relevant organs within the government are doing their best to make things easier for these organizations – for example, by providing them with registration.” 237 Encouraging words, but little happened for LGBT organizations as a result of the government’s statement at the United Nations.

Most organizations continue to persevere in the legal grey zone, and maintain a tense relationship with authorities and the security forces tasked with keeping them in check. One organization leader said, “We do our work with very high visibility ... if

237 Comments of Mu Hong, Deputy Director of the National Working Committee on Children and Women of the State Council, Country Review of China under the Convention to End All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, Oct. 2014, https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/ng7uswlXR6v5_g_0581xA.
they look for trouble ... we tell them that ‘we have been trying to register but you did not allow us to ... we have been trying to be a good citizen and a legal entity but you did not allow us to. In return, we have not even asked ‘why did you not let us register?’ In this way, they don't bother us.”

A major blow to funding for LGBT civil society came with the passage of the Foreign NGO Management Law in 2017. Previously, the larger domestic LGBT NGOs had received support from international NGOs and foundations. The draconian requirements of the law have, as the government likely intended, decimated foreign NGOs’ cooperative relationships in China. In the lead up to the law being passed, LGBT NGOs scrambled to supplement the imminent loss of substantial funding. Only some have succeeded. In 2018, the China Social Assistance Foundation, a foundation registered with the Ministry of Civil Affairs, established a special project fund through which PFLAG could raise donations.

Without obtaining proper status under the Charity Law, organizations are prohibited from public fundraising, seriously constraining their operational resources. English-language state media framed this development as “a sign that the government has begun to recognize such groups, who can depend less on foreign contributions.” Some other organizations have had success in establishing special project funds with foundations, but the pace has been slow. In June 2020, the Beijing LGBT Center announced a special project fund with the ZhenRo Foundation focused on empowering transgender and gender diverse people.

PFLAG and the Beijing LGBT Center have had some success, but the vast majority of LGBT organizations continue operating without non-profit status or access to reliable and legal public fundraising mechanisms. There are some opportunities for temporarily cooperating with foundations to conduct public fundraising, such as through Tencent’s 99 Charity Day. Organizations have also pursued individual donations through private fundraisers and selling merchandise.

**LGBT Student Groups**

There are dozens of LGBT student groups in universities throughout China. Many operate “underground,” while others are officially recognized by their school. A group’s status can vacillate with the political winds at the school. The Global Times reported in 2015, “Back in 2006, Sun Yat-Sen University (SYSU) in Guangzhou, South China’s Guangdong Province approved the registration of the first LGBT students’ union on the Chinese mainland. But the university revoked its status the following year.”
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Registration brings benefits such as a small amount of funding, use of school spaces, the ability to advertise and conduct events openly, and a degree of political protection. An LGBT student organization’s success with registration is highly dependent on the school’s decisionmakers. Some student organizations have been registered for years and conduct large activities. Other organizations’ activities get broken up by campus authorities or have threats made against them by the school for participating in LGBT-related events. In Guangzhou, a student group was declared an illegal organization by the local Civil Affairs Bureau. As with LGBT NGOs, schools fear LGBT groups are vehicles of subversion. In 2018, students in Wuhan were warned against attending an activity, as “the LGBT event is held by an illegal organization that may collude with the Western powers.”

The overall political environment for LGBT student groups may not be improving, but their growth in number and size shows a generational shift in support for LGBT people. One student leader wrote in the online publication Sixth Tone, “Although the school bureaucracy has remained conservative and reluctant whenever we try to host large-scale events or overtly display our views, it is undeniable that the students themselves have demonstrated a great degree of open-mindedness and acceptance.”

244 “Take a Quick Look! Guangzhou Bureau of Civil Affairs Publishes the Sixth Name List of Illegal Social Organizations” [“速看！广州市民政局公布第六批涉嫌非法社会组织名单”]. Guangzhou Civil Affairs. WeChat, 8 Jan. 2019, https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/4Brk7d9hSXd50Vr6NfGvQ.


The Future of the LGBT Movement in China

China’s LGBT community is a long way from achieving formal legal equality, but many advocates believe that, despite the grim situation facing civil society, time and momentum are on their side. Social attitudes are changing, more LGBT people are coming out and living their lives openly, and younger generations are entering into positions of influence and responsibility.

Progress in other parts of the world adds to the momentum. Media coverage of developments outside mainland China helps fuel discussions within. Same-sex marriage and LGBT-supportive laws in Taiwan and Thailand undermine arguments that dismiss LGBT rights as “Western,” and advances in Cuba and Vietnam show socialist countries can support LGBT equality too. Changing global norms put pressure on China to strike an LGBT-friendly tone at the United Nations, and as Chinese companies invest and operate abroad they are socialized into legal frameworks and markets that demand non-discrimination. China’s growing global presence has created more arenas for advocates to engage and get their message out.

Rich lived experience around the world also makes cultural conservatives’ “Chicken Little” predictions, like that same-sex marriage will “destroy civilization,” ring hollow. Indeed, this lived experience shows inclusion benefits not only LGBT people and their families, but whole societies. This could all incentivize the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) to

move forward on inclusion and fairness for Chinese LGBT people — for economic, social, and political reasons, as well as because it is the right thing to do for LGBT people and their families.

Of course, circumstances may deteriorate drastically. The CCP, in facing a decelerating economy, rising tensions with the United States, COVID-19, democracy protests in Hong Kong (which it blamed on foreigners), and a host of other domestic and international challenges, has repeatedly doubled-down on social control and nationalism to shore up its monopoly on power. This has already shrunk the already small space for civil society. The limited remaining space for LGBT advocacy could evaporate if the CCP targets the LGBT movement as a threat or scapegoat. It could pull a page from Putin’s playbook, maligning LGBT people as “foreign agents” “destroying” “traditional values” to stoke anti-foreign sentiment (indeed the CCP has increased its rhetoric promoting traditional culture and values). Given the lack of limits on the CCP’s power and alternatives to CCP-approved voices, this could dismantle much of the LGBT movement’s gains.

Barring such a severe downturn, the LGBT movement is poised to continue to make advancements. This is in part because the movement does not currently depend on high-level government action (e.g., passage of a law) to make progress, but only needs sufficient space for its advocacy work (though, of course, state support and action are ultimately required, and would accelerate positive changes in social attitudes). With space, the movement can continue engaging individuals and institutions to change hearts and minds, and improve the situation for LGBT people, whether in the family, at school, in the workplace, or healthcare settings, and politically. The creation of more LGBT-friendly policies at the organizational-level or sector-level (e.g., anti-discrimination policies, codes of professional ethics) and more successful examples of LGBT-friendly institutions will be important stepping stones to greater social and legal change.

Working with legal actors to use existing laws to effectuate the rights of LGBT people will also help lay a foundation for further progress. This includes getting more public notaries to assist same-sex couples to draft guardianships agreements, and getting police and ACWF representatives to intervene in cases of domestic violence against LGBT people. Lawyers have a crucial role to play in bringing LGBT rights litigation. In the short term, these actions only help individual cases, but, in accumulation, can create the impetus for making laws more inclusive. “At the end of the day,” observes Qiu Bai (the plaintiff in the lawsuit against the MOE for approving homophobic textbooks), “what we need is new laws to protect the LGBT community.”

LGBT advocates will continue laying the groundwork for legal reform by making contacts in the National People’s Congress, legislative staff at various ministries, and academics who influence the policymaking
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process, while trying creatively to share with the public the reality and diversity of LGBT lives and why change is needed; ending discrimination in marriage, work, education, and healthcare arenas will help China and its families, while hurting no one. With a critical mass of public and key stakeholder support, LGBT issues could finally end up on the leadership’s agenda.

Once this happens, decision-makers will make a political calculus about whether or not to embrace inclusion. They will consider the intensity of public opinion for and against, possible economic dividends, and the impact on China’s global image. They will also be moved by their personal understanding about what it means to be LGBT in China. If the LGBT movement has built enough support by then, these decision-makers could move to affirm and enact LGBT equality.